
Analytic

Overview:

 Analytics is the process of examining data sets in order to draw or
generateconclusions(Charts&Graphs) about the information they
contain.

 Analytics techniques are widely used in commercial industries and
Hr applications to enable organizations to make more-informed
business decisions.

How to add Analytic to Application:

In Relgo Apps we have list of Application, choose the application to
which analytic needs to be enabled.

By clicking on the Analytics the page will be redirected to the analytics
page as shown below:

In Analytics, we have
1. Dimensions
2. Metrics
3. Analytics View



1. Dimensions:

Dimensions are attributes of your data. For example, the dimension
Location indicates the location, for example, "Hyderabad" or
"Chennai".In Dimensions we have Add dimensions, Add dimensions data
as shown below:

a. Add Dimensions:

Add Dimensions is used to create a new dimension.Screen is as shown
below:

Enter Dimensions Name : One needs to provide dimension name
(Example: Time, Location, Area).

Next step is to provide the data to the added Dimensions.

b. Add Dimension Data :

Add Dimension data is used to add data to the added Dimensions.



Select Dimensions: User needs to select dimension name (Time,
Location,Area)

Enter Data :Here we need to give dimensions data
like[(1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12) or ( Hyderabad ,Chennai )].

In Enter data field, user can enter multiple field.

2. Metrics:

Metrics are quantitative measurements. It represents x and y axis data
metrics contains the form data to show the chart .

Metrics form is as shown below:



Metrics Name : User needs to enter Metric name

Select Source Address: User needs to select source address
1.Application Admin
2.Aplication Owner

Select Form: This field is used to select form
Select Variable: Based on form all the variables will be displayed,
Choose required variables .
Build Expression: Whenever we want to perform any mathematical
operations (-,+,*,/) on data, we need to click build Expression.



To build Expression we need to enter Expressions like ($$1$$+$$2$$)
After entering the expression we need to click Map
Expression Variables: Here We will select variables(1,2,..)
Selected variables: Here We will select Form variables for mapping
Then we need to click on Exp-Map button, thus Mapping operation is
done.
Finally we need to click Build-Exp then Mapping variables are stored in
list(example: 1-a,2-b,..)
Select Scope: User needs to select Scopes from this field.
Select Default Dimensions: We will select Dimensions types
(1.Time, 2.Locations )
Select Data: Here we will select the dimensions data [(1,1,2,4,5,6) or
(Hyderabad ,Chennai)]
Add Metric: When we click on Add Metric button, metric will be Added
Update: if we want to make any changes in existing metrics , then we can
click on update button.

3. Analytics View:

Using Analytics view we can select different types of charts and we can
map the metrics to x and y axis.



Analytics View Name: User needs to enter analytics view name.
View Purpose : We should enter View purpose like use of the view or
description of the view.
Chart height &width : User needs to enter the chart height and width.
Select View : In view we have Four types of charts in this version

a. Column Chart,
b. Line Chart,
c. Pie Chart
d. Point Chart

User needs to select one.

a. Column Chart:

A column chart is a graphic representation of data. Column charts
display vertical bars going across the chart horizontally, with the values
axis being displayed on the left side of the chart.



For X- Coordinates :-
Select Metric : Here all the Metrics are displayed in dropdown ,user
needs to choose any one.if we want create multiple charts then we need
to select multiple metrics
Select Options: Here we have two options
1. Data
2. Dimensions
If we want to show data on x-axis then , we should select Data.
If we want to show Dimensions on x-axis then , We should select
Dimensions.
Select Data type: Here we have to select data type of metric (variable)
X-axis Min Value: Here we have enter minimum value of axis
X-axis Max Value: Here we have enter maximum value of axis
Intervals: How many intervals should be their between data to show in
the chart view

For Y- Coordinates :-
Select Metric : Here all the Metrics are displayed as dropdown so we
have to select any one, if we want create multiple charts then we need to
select multiple metrics
Select Options: Here we have two options
1.Data
2.Dimensions
If we want to show data on Y-axis then we should select Data.
If we want to show Dimensions on Y-axis then We should select
Dimensions.
Select Data type: Here we have to select data type of metric (variable).
Y-axis Min Value: Here we have enter minimum value of axis.
Y-axis Max Value: Here we have enter maximum value of axis.



Intervals: How many intervals should be their b/n data to show in the
chart view.
Preview : If we Click on Preview button.

b. Line Chart:
Line chart is a type of chart used to visualize the value of something

over time. Choose SELECT VIEW as line chart.



For X- Coordinates :-
Select Metric : Here all the Metrics are displayed in dropdown ,user
needs to choose any one, if we want create multiple chart then we need
to select multiple metrics
Select Options: Here we have two options
1. Data
2.Dimensions
If we want to show data on x-axis then , we should select Data.
If we want to show Dimensions on x-axis then , We should select
Dimensions.
Select Data type: Here we have to select data type of metric (variable)
X-axis Min Value: Here we have enter minimum value of axis
X-axis Max Value: Here we have enter maximum value of axis
Intervals: How many intervals should be their between data to show in
the chart view

For Y- Coordinates :-
Select Metric : Here all the Metrics are displayed as dropdown so we
have to select any one, if we want create multiple chart then we need to
select multiple metrics
Select Options: Here we have two options
1.Data
2.Dimensions
If we want to show data on Y-axis then we should select Data.
If we want to show Dimensions on Y-axis then We should select
Dimensions.
Select Data type: Here we have to select data type of metric (variable).



Y-axis Min Value: Here we have enter minimum value of axis.
Y-axis Max Value: Here we have enter maximum value of axis.
Intervals: How many intervals should be their b/n data to show in the
chart view.
Preview : If we Click on Preview button.

c. Pie Chart:
Pie charts are generally used to show percentage or proportional data

and usually the percentage represented by each category is provided next
to the corresponding slice of pie.

Choose SELECT VIEW as pie Chart.
Select Metric : Here all the Metrics are displayed in dropdown, choose
one.
Select Options: Here we have two options
1.Data
2.Dimensions
If we want to show data on the Chart then we should select Data.
If we want to show Dimensions on the Chart then We should select
Dimensions.



Save : If we Click on Save then Analytics View will be saved.
Update: if we want to make any changes in existing Analytics view ,
then we can click on update button.
Preview : If we Click on Preview button.

d. Point Chart:
Point charts are useful for showing quantitative data in an uncluttered

fashion. Point charts use multiple points to plot data along an ordinal axis.
A point chart the same as a line chart without the lines. Only the data
points are shown.



For X- Coordinates :-
Select Metric : Here all the Metrics are displayed in dropdown ,user
needs to choose any one, if we want create multiple chart then we need
to select multiple metrics
Select Options: Here we have two options
1.Data
2.Dimensions
If we want to show data on x-axis then , we should select Data.
If we want to show Dimensions on x-axis then , We should select
Dimensions.
Select Data type: Here we have to select data type of metric (variable)
X-axis Min Value: Here we have enter minimum value of axis
X-axis Max Value: Here we have enter maximum value of axis
Intervals: How many intervals should be their between data to show in
the chart view

For Y- Coordinates :-
Select Metric : Here all the Metrics are displayed as dropdown so we
have to select any one, if we want create multiple chart then we need to
select multiple metrics
Select Options: Here we have two options
1.Data
2.Dimensions
If we want to show data on Y-axis then we should select Data.
If we want to show Dimensions on Y-axis then We should select
Dimensions.
Select Data type: Here we have to select data type of metric (variable).
Y-axis Min Value: Here we have enter minimum value of axis.



Y-axis Max Value: Here we have enter maximum value of axis.
Intervals: How many intervals should be their b/n data to show in the
chart view.
Preview : If we Click on Preview button.

Analytic View:

By clicking on View,the list of charts available will be displayed.

A table appears with all the Analytics Views with view names and
Metrics names.
In actions we have a delete button , if we click on the delete button then
analytics view will be deleted.



Enable Analytics to Forms:

How to Add Analytics to form:

 In Manage Forms we need to select or create specific Form
 In Manage variable we need to select variable type as Analytics.
 Then select specific Analytics View.
 Finally click on Add Variable.
 In Mange Form Variables we can add that variable to a Specific Form.

 After Adding the Variable the Chart is as shown below:



 These Analytics views will become variables at manage ux layout.
And we can apply ux layouts to these views.


